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The Book of Fate May 06 2020 'In six minutes, one of us would be dead. None of us knew it was coming . . .' So
says Wes Holloway, a once cocky and ambitious presidential aide, about the day that changed his life forever. On
that Fourth of July, Wes put the chief executive’s oldest friend into the presidential limousine. By the time the trip
came to an end minutes later, Wes was permanently disfigured, and Ron Boyle was dead, the victim of a crazed
assassin. Eight years later, Boyle is spotted, alive and well, in Malaysia. In that moment, Wes has the chance to
undo the worst day of his life. Trying to figure out what really happened takes Wes back to a decade-old
presidential crossword puzzle, mysterious facts buried in Masonic history, and a code invented by Thomas
Jefferson two hundred years ago. But what Wes doesn’t realise is that The Book of Fate holds everyone’s
secrets. Especially the ones worth dying for . . .
A new Medical Dictionary ... revised and augmented by T. Bradley Oct 30 2019
Magicians Impossible Sep 21 2021 Harry Potter meets James Bond in this story of a twenty-something slacker
who discovers that he is descended from a line of magical spies and is thrust into the middle of a secret and epic
battle. “Magicians Impossible is a mind-bending page-turner! A brilliant and unique mash-up of spells, myth and
mayhem, once it got its claws in me I couldn't put it down. Like a veteran stage magician, Brad Abraham has
created a hip thriller that turns convention on its ear with misdirection and mayhem. A must read for enthusiasts of
edgy and extreme fiction.” —Don Coscarelli, director of John Dies At The End Twenty-something bartender Jason
Bishop’s world is shattered when his estranged father commits suicide, but the greater shock comes when he
learns his father was a secret agent in the employ of the Invisible Hand; an ancient society of spies wielding
magic in a centuries-spanning war. Now the Golden Dawn—the shadowy cabal of witches and warlocks
responsible for Daniel Bishop’s murder, and the death of Jason’s mother years before—have Jason in their
sights. His survival will depend on mastering his own dormant magic abilities; provided he makes it through the
training. From New York, to Paris, to worlds between worlds, Jason's journey through the realm of magic will be
fraught with peril. But with enemies and allies on both sides of this war, whom can he trust? The Invisible Hand,
who’ve been more of a family than his own family ever was? The Golden Dawn, who may know the secrets
behind his mysterious lineage? For Jason Bishop, only one thing is for certain; the magic he has slowly been
mastering is telling him not to trust anybody.
Ben Bradshawe Nov 11 2020
Extinction Apr 16 2021 “Tale of wilderness survival and pursuit, told in lean, propulsive prose, but with a
twist...Somer raises disquieting questions about our relationship with nature, and the debt we owe to the beings
with whom we share our planet – even, or perhaps especially, when there is no longer any chance of restitution.”
—The Guardian In a lonely valley, deep in the mountains, a ranger watches over the last surviving grizzly bear.
With the natural world exhausted and in tatters, Ben has dedicated himself to protecting this single fragment of the
wild. One night, he hears voices in the valley—poachers, come to hunt his bear. A heart-pounding chase begins,
crossing forests and mountainsides, passing centuries of human ruins. Sometimes hunter, sometimes prey—Ben
must choose the bear’s fate and his own. Is he willing to lay down his life for a dying breed? Is he willing to kill for
it?
Brad Thor Collectors' Edition #3 Aug 09 2020 An elegant hardcover boxed set including The Last Patriot, The
Apostle, and Foreign Influence, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor. “[Brad Thor] and Harvath
are the real deal, and you should accept no substitutes.” —BookReporter.com Both a must-have for any fan of

Brad Thor and the perfect introduction to his masterful thrillers, this handsomely bound edition is one of four
special Collector’s Editions, available now. Follow counterterrorism operative and ex-SEAL Scot Harvath’s actionpacked exploits, and discover why Brad Thor has been called “America’s favorite author” (KKTX). THE LAST
PATRIOT June 632 A.D.: The prophet Mohammed shares a final and startling revelation. Within days, he is
assassinated. September 1789: Thomas Jefferson uncovers a conspiracy that could change the face of Islam.
Present day: Men still kill to keep the secret hidden. When a car bomb explodes outside a Parisian café,
counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath is thrust back into the life he has tried desperately to leave behind. In a
race to uncover an ancient secret with the power to stop militant Islam, Harvath will risk everything to reclaim
Mohammed’s final revelation and defeat one of the deadliest evils the world has ever known. THE APOSTLE
Every politician has a secret. And when the daughter of a politically connected family is kidnapped abroad,
America’s new president will agree to anything—even a deadly and ill-advised rescue plan—in order to keep his
secret hidden. But when covert counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath is assigned to infiltrate one of the world’s
most notorious prisons and free the man the kidnappers demand as ransom, he quickly learns that there is much
more to the operation than anyone dares to admit. As the subterfuge is laid bare, Harvath must examine his own
career of ruthlessly hunting down and killing terrorists and decide if he has what it takes to help one of the world’s
worst go free. FOREIGN INFLUENCE Buried deep within the black ops budget of the Department of Defense, a
newly created spy agency reports only to a secret panel of military insiders. Its job: target America’s
enemies—both foreign and domestic— under charter of three simple words—Find, Fix, and Finish. When a bombing
in Rome kills a group of American college students, the evidence points to a dangerous colleague from Harvath’s
past. Leveraging this relationship to lure the suspect out of hiding, Harvath must destroy him. But what if it is the
wrong man? In Chicago a young woman is struck by a taxi in a hit-and-run, and the family’s attorney uncovers a
shocking connection to the Rome bombing. Harvath must link together the desperate violence, and race to
prevent one of the most audacious and unthinkable acts of war in the history of mankind.
Write to Dream Jan 26 2022 Write to Dream is for dreamers, high achievers, and for people that are looking for
a change. Unlike other journals, this book is not simply about recording the day's events but provides you with an
easy-to-follow routine which lays the foundation for your success. In the end, you will not get a grade, you will get
results. "I consistently followed Brad's principals in Write to Dream. I set goals, prioritized my day, and kept a
positive attitude. These teachings lead me to a first place award in a business competition, in which my partner
and I won $1,500 to start our business." Caleb High School Student "Write to Dream is more than a journal, it
provides outstanding guidance and support for students trying to reach their potential. Angela High School
Student "Write to Dream holds students accountable for their actions, teaches time management, and makes sure
that each day starts and ends in a positive way." Kurt Mahan Teacher, Brownsville High School, PA Brad
Killmeyer is a youth speaker and the owner of Formulate Your Future, LLC. Through his personal story and
experiences, Brad helps entertain and inspire high school students to overcome challenges and use those
challenges to their advantage, deal with judgment from others and learn how to not let those judgements effect
them, and much more! For more information on Brad Killmeyer and to learn how you can reserve him for your
next high school, college, or organizational event, visit BradKillmeyer.com.
A Promise to Protect (Logan Point Book #2) Dec 25 2021 Acting Sheriff Ben Logan hasn't heard from Leigh
Somerall in a very long time, but it doesn't mean he can get her--or their whirlwind romance of ten years ago--out
of his head. When she calls out of the blue, it is with a strange request to protect her brother, Tony. When Tony
dies just days later, Ben is charged with a different task--protecting Leigh and her nine-year-old son, TJ, from the
killers. But how can Ben keep an eye on Leigh if she's doing everything in her power to avoid him? And could the
secret that Leigh is keeping change Ben's life forever? Suspense, intrigue, and a touch of romance make A
Promise to Protect perfect for readers who like their stories with a hearty dose of mystery.
Closer Than You Know Apr 04 2020 Disaster, Melanie Barrick was once told, is always closer than you know. It
was a lesson she learned the hard way growing up in the constant upheaval of foster care. But now that she's
survived into adulthood - with a loving husband, a steady job, and a beautiful baby boy - she thought that turmoil
was behind her. Until the evening she goes to pick up her son from childcare, only to discover he's been removed
by Social Services. And no one will say why. A terrifying scenario for any parent, it's doubly so for Melanie, all too
aware of the unintended horrors of 'the system'. When she arrives home, her nightmare gets worse - it has been
raided by Sheriff's deputies, who have found enough cocaine to send her to prison for years. If Melanie can't
prove her innocence, she'll lose her son forever. Her case is assigned to Amy Kaye, a no-nonsense assistant
Commonwealth's attorney. Amy's boss wants to make an example out of Melanie, who the local media quickly
christens 'Coke Mom'. But Amy's attention continues to be diverted by a cold case no one wants her to pursue: a
serial rapist who has avoided detection by wearing a mask and whispering his commands. Over the years, he has

victimized dozens of women in the area - including Melanie. Now it's this mystery man who could be the key to
her salvation. or her ultimate undoing.
The Inner Circle Mar 04 2020 The darkest secret of the U.S. Presidency is about to be revealed. Beecher White,
a young archivist for the US government, has always been the keeper of other people's stories, never a part of the
story himself . . . Until now. While Beecher is showing Clementine Kaye, his first childhood crush, around the
National Archives, they accidentally uncover a priceless artefact - a two-hundred-year-old dictionary once
belonging to George Washington. Suddenly Beecher and Clementine are entangled in a web of conspiracy and
murder. Beecher's race to learn the truth behind this mysterious treasure will lead to a code that conceals a
disturbing secret from the nation's founding. A secret that some believe is worth killing for.
The Tenth Justice May 30 2022 A rollercoaster thriller to rival John Grisham - 'Meltzer's plot is well thought out,
with a particularly vivid climax' Sunday Times on The Tenth Justice Ben Addison has got it made. He's just
finished law school. He's a new clerk at the Supreme Court. It's the first step on a golden career path. But Ben is
about to make a huge mistake. He's about to be tricked into leaking something he shouldn't. And he's about to
land himself and his three best friends in really serious trouble.
Atomic Design May 18 2021
Miss Jane Jul 20 2021 'As unexpectedly beguiling as it is affecting.' Daily Mail Since his award-winning debut
collection of stories, Last Days of the Dog-Men, Brad Watson's work has been as melancholy, witty, strange, and
lovely as any in America. Inspired by the true story of his own great-aunt, he explores the life of Miss Jane
Chisolm, born in rural, early-twentieth-century Mississippi with a genital birth defect that would stand in the way of
the central "uses" for a woman in that time and place - namely, sex and marriage. From the country doctor who
adopts Jane to the hard tactile labor of farm life, from the sensual and erotic world of nature around her to the boy
who loved but was forced to leave her, the world of Miss Jane Chisolm is anything but barren. Free to satisfy only
herself, she mesmerizes those around her, exerting an unearthly fascination that lives beyond her still.
Yours in Truth Feb 01 2020 An intimate profile of the legendary Washington Post editor whose life and career
encompassed Watergate, the Pentagon Papers, and the Kennedys—as portrayed by Tom Hanks in the Steven
Spielberg film The Post “A fairly complete and rare portrait of this last of the lion-king newspaper editors.”—The
New York Times Book Review Ben Bradlee was a fixture on the American scene for nearly half a century—a close
friend to John F. Kennedy; the center of D.C. social life; and a crusty, charismatic editor whose decisions at the
helm of the Post during Watergate changed the course of history. Granted unprecedented access to Bradlee and
his colleagues, friends, and private files, Jeff Himmelman draws on never-before-seen internal Post memos,
correspondence, personal photographs, and private interviews to trace the full arc of Bradlee’s forty-five-year
career—from his early days as a press attaché in postwar Paris through the Pentagon Papers, Richard Nixon’s
resignation, the Janet Cooke fabrication scandal, and beyond. Along the way, Himmelman also unearths a series
of surprises—about Watergate, and about Bradlee’s private relationships with Post owner Katharine Graham,
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, and President Kennedy and his wife, Jackie. “Don’t feel that you
have to protect me,” Bradlee told Himmelman whenever the reporting started to strike close to home. “Follow
your nose.” Those instructions, familiar to any Post reporter, have resulted in this thoughtfully constructed and
beautifully written account of a magnetic man whose career has come to define the golden age of newspapers in
America, when the press battled for its freedom—and won. Praise for Yours in Truth “The absolute best nonfiction
book of the year . . . a work of journalistic art . . . history straight and true . . . should be required reading at the
Columbia School of Journalism.”—Chicago Tribune “Surprising and compulsively readable . . . Himmelman’s
chapters on Watergate are especially masterful, untangling that web in a fresh and comprehensible
way.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune “A sparkling, revealing, definitely controversial, and very readable book . . .
highly amusing, particularly for any connoisseur of juicy modern American politics.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
“Embedded in Yours in Truth there are fundamental insights about journalism and the role of a dynamic
press.”—The Atlantic
Use of Force Mar 16 2021 After the body of a high-value terrorism suspect washes ashore on the coast of Italy,
covert counterterrorism operative Scot Horvath must stop an ISIS-led plot to destroy the Vatican in this pulsepounding thriller by #1 "New York Times"-bestselling author Thor. Tall Premium Edition.
Darwin's Psychology Nov 23 2021 This is the first book ever to examine the riches of what Darwin himself wrote
about psychological matters. It unearths a Darwin new to science, whose first concern is the agency of organismsfrom which he derives both his psychology, and his theory of evolution.
The Athena Project Oct 11 2020 In a remote location within North Carolina's Fort Bragg, an ultra-secret American
women's military unit--codename, The Athena Project--trains for some of the world's most dangerous international
anti-terrorism assignments.

Ice Cream Social Sep 02 2022 The Riveting True Story of One Of the World’s Most Iconic Mission-Driven
Companies Ben & Jerry’s has always been committed to an insanely ambitious three-part mission: making the
world’s best ice cream, supporting progressive causes, and sharing the company’s success with all
stakeholders: employees, suppliers, distributors, customers, cows, everybody. But it hasn’t been easy. This is the
first book to tell the full, inside story of the inspiring rise, tragic mistakes, devastating fall, determined recovery,
and ongoing renewal of one of the most iconic mission-driven companies in the world. No previous book has
focused so intently on the challenges presented by staying true to that mission. No other book has explained how
the company came to be sold to corporate giant Unilever or how that relationship evolved to allow Ben & Jerry’s
to pursue its mission on a much larger stage. Journalist Brad Edmondson tells the story with an eye for details,
dramatic moments, and memorable characters. He interviewed dozens of key figures, particularly Jeff Furman,
who helped Ben and Jerry write their first business plan in 1978 and became chairman of the board in 2010. It’s a
funny, sad, surprising, and ultimately hopeful story.
Yes Jun 30 2022 On his fortieth birthday, Ian buys a magical chocolate and wakes up two decades younger. He
plans to right past mistakes and find happiness
I Am Pilgrim Dec 13 2020 "The astonishing story of one man's breakneck race against time ... and an implacable
enemy. An anonymous young woman murdered in a run-down hotel, all identifying characteristics dissolved by
acid. A father publicly beheaded in the blistering heat of a Saudi Arabian public square. A notorious Syrian biotech
expert found eyeless in a Damascus junkyard. Smoldering human remains on a remote mountainside in
Afghanistan. A flawless plot to commit an appalling crime against humanity. One path links them all, and only one
man can make the journey. Pilgrim"-British Columbia by the Road Jun 26 2019 In British Columbia by the Road, Ben Bradley takes readers on an
unprecedented journey through the history of roads, highways, and motoring in British Columbia’s Interior, a
remote landscape composed of plateaus and interlocking valleys, soaring mountains and treacherous passes.
Challenging the idea that the automobile offered travellers the freedom of the road and a view of unadulterated
nature, Bradley shows that boosters, businessmen, conservationists, and public servants manipulated what
drivers and passengers could and should view from the comfort of their vehicles. Although cars and roads
promised freedom, they offered drivers a curated view of the landscape that shaped the province’s image in the
eyes of residents and visitors alike.
Well-Being and Death Feb 12 2021 Well-Being and Death addresses philosophical questions about death and
the good life: what makes a life go well? Is death bad for the one who dies? How is this possible if we go out of
existence when we die? Is it worse to die as an infant or as a young adult? Is it bad for animals and fetuses to
die? Can the dead be harmed? Is there any way to make death less bad for us? Ben Bradley defends the
following views: pleasure, rather than achievement or the satisfaction of desire, is what makes life go well; death
is generally bad for its victim, in virtue of depriving the victim of more of a good life; death is bad for its victim at
times after death, in particular at all those times at which the victim would have been living well; death is worse
the earlier it occurs, and hence it is worse to die as an infant than as an adult; death is usually bad for animals
and fetuses, in just the same way it is bad for adult humans; things that happen after someone has died cannot
harm that person; the only sensible way to make death less bad is to live so long that no more good life is
possible.
Operator Down Jun 18 2021 • A New York Times Bestseller • Former Special Forces Officer and New York
Times bestselling author Brad Taylor delivers a heart-pounding thriller where Pike Logan's search for a Mossad
agent and ally puts him on a collision course with a ruthless military coup in Africa—and tests his loyalties to the
Taskforce. It was to be a simple mission. Nothing more than assessing whether a merchant in the fabled Israeli
Diamond Exchange was involved in a scheme that could potentially embarrass the state of Israel. But nothing is
ever simple in the world of intelligence, as Aaron Bergman—a former leader of an elite direct action team under the
Mossad—should have known. Executing the operation as a contractor, a cutout that gave the State of Israel
plausible deniability, he disappears without a trace. Pike Logan and his team know none of this, but he’s tracking
an American arms dealer in Tel Aviv who may—or may not—be attempting to sell sensitive nuclear weapons
components to the highest bidder. When Pike’s team breaks up an attempt at killing Shoshana, Aaron’s partner,
they stumble upon much more than they expected—a concerted conspiracy to topple a democratic African country.
Beginning to untangle a web that extends through both the American and Israeli intelligence community, Pike is
forced to choose between his Israeli friends and his Taskforce mission, even as the execution of the coup begins
to form. At the heart of it is Aaron, and his disappearance is the one mistake the plotters made. Because
Shoshana is the greatest killing machine the Mossad has ever produced, and she will stop at nothing to help
Aaron, even if it means killing Pike Logan.

The Forgotten Soldier Jan 14 2021 In this heart-stopping thriller from New York Times bestselling author Brad
Taylor, Pike Logan returns with his most dangerous and personal threat yet: a Taskforce Operator gone rogue.
For years, the extralegal counterterrorist unit known as the Taskforce has worked in the shadows, anticipating and
preventing attacks around the globe. Created to deal with a terrorist threat that shuns the civilized rule of law, it
abandoned the same, operating outside of the US Constitution. Though wildly successful, it was rooted in a fear
that the cure could be worse than the disease. And now that fear has come home. A Special Forces soldier is
killed on an operation in Afghanistan, and complicit in the attack is a government official of an allied nation. While
the US administration wants to forget the casualty, one Taskforce member will not. When he sets out to avenge
his brother's death, his actions threaten to not only expose the Taskforce's activities, but also destroy a web of
alliances against a greater evil. Pike Logan understands the desire, but also the danger. Brought in to eliminate
the risk, he's now forced to choose between his friend and the administration he's sworn to protect, while
unbeknownst to either of them, the soldier's death is only the beginning...
Histories of Violence Feb 24 2022 While there is a tacit appreciation that freedom from violence will lead to more
prosperous relations among peoples, violence continues to be deployed for various political and social ends. Yet
the problem of violence still defies neat description, subject to many competing interpretations. Histories of
Violence offers an accessible yet compelling examination of the problem of violence as it appears in the corpus of
canonical figures – from Hannah Arendt to Frantz Fanon, Michel Foucault to Slavoj Žižek – who continue to
influence and inform contemporary political, philosophical, sociological, cultural, and anthropological study.
Written by a team of internationally renowned experts, this is an essential interrogation of post-war critical thought
as it relates to violence.
Ice Cream Social Oct 03 2022 The Riveting True Story of One Of the World's Most Iconic Mission-Driven
Companies Ben & Jerry's has always been committed to an insanely ambitious three-part mission: making the
world's best ice cream, supporting progressive causes, and sharing the company's success with all stakeholders:
employees, suppliers, distributors, customers, cows, everybody. But it hasn't been easy. This is the first book to
tell the full, inside story of the inspiring rise, tragic mistakes, devastating fall, determined recovery, and ongoing
renewal of one of the most iconic mission-driven companies in the world. No previous book has focused so
intently on the challenges presented by staying true to that mission. No other book has explained how the
company came to be sold to corporate giant Unilever or how that relationship evolved to allow Ben & Jerry's to
pursue its mission on a much larger stage. Journalist Brad Edmondson tells the story with an eye for details,
dramatic moments, and memorable characters. He interviewed dozens of key figures, particularly Jeff Furman,
who helped Ben and Jerry write their first business plan in 1978 and became chairman of the board in 2010. It's a
funny, sad, surprising, and ultimately hopeful story.
Chimpanzee Oct 23 2021 Unemployment has ravaged the U.S. economy. People struggle everywhere,
exhausted by the collapse that destroyed their lives. Benjamin Cade is an expert in cognition, and before the
flatlined economy caught up to him, he earned his living as a university instructor. Now, without income, he joins
the millions defaulting on their loans — in his case, the money he borrowed to finance his degrees. But there are
consequences. Using advances in cognitive science and chemical therapy, Ben’s debtors can reclaim their
property — his education. The government calls the process “Repossession Therapy.” The data Ben’s
repossession will yield is invaluable to those improving the “indexing” technology — a remarkable medical
advance that has enabled the effective cure of all mental disorders. By disassembling his mind, doctors will gain
the expertise to assist untold millions. But Ben has no intention of losing his mind without a fight, so he begins
teaching in the park, distributing his knowledge before it’s gone in a race against ignorance. And somewhere in
Ben’s confusing takedown, Chimpanzee arrives. Its iconography appears spray-painted around town. Young
people in rubber chimpanzee masks start massive protests. As Ben slowly loses himself, the Chimpanzee
movement seems to grow. And all fingers point to Ben.
BULB Mar 28 2022 If light records everything we do, can even shadows hide our secrets?
The Nothingness of Ben Nov 04 2022 Ben Walsh is well on his way to becoming one of Manhattan’s top
litigators, with a gorgeous boyfriend and friends on the A-list. His life is perfect until he gets a phone call that
brings it all crashing down: a car accident takes his parents, and now he must return to Austin to raise three
teenage brothers he barely knows. During the funeral, Ben meets Travis Atwood, the redneck neighbor with a
huge heart. Their relationship initially runs hot and cold, from contentious to flirtatious, but when the weight of
responsibility starts wearing on Ben, he turns to Travis, and the pressure shapes their friendship into something
that feels a lot like love. Ben thinks he’s found a way to have his old life, his new life, and Travis too, but love
isn’t always easy. Will he learn to recognize that sometimes the worst thing imaginable can lead him to the place
he was meant to be?

Integrity Counts Jun 06 2020 Georgia secretary of state Brad Raffensperger recounts his defense of the results
of the 2020 presidential election in his state and the surrounding events, as well as discussion of events following
the 2018 race for governor of Georgia.
Amazon Unbound Apr 28 2022 Portrait of the growth of tech company Amazon and the evolution of its
billionaire founder, Jeff Bezos.
The Running Man Jul 28 2019 A desperate man attempts to win a reality TV game where the only objective is to
stay alive in this #1 national bestseller from Stephen King, writing as Richard Bachman. “Tomorrow at noon, the
hunt begins. Remember his face!” Ben Richards is a desperate man. With no job, no money, no way out, and a
young daughter in need of proper medical attention, he must turn to the only possibility of striking it rich in this
near-future dystopian America: participating in the ultraviolent TV programming of the government-sanctioned
Games Network. Ben soon finds himself selected as a contestant on the biggest and the best that the Games
Network has to offer: The Running Man, a no-holds-barred thirty-day struggle to stay alive as public enemy
number one, relentlessly hunted by an elite strike force bent on killing him as quickly as possible in front of an
audience all too eager to see that happen. It means a billion dollars in prize money if he can live for the next
month. No one has ever survived longer than eight days. But desperation can push a person do things they never
thought possible—and Ben Richards is willing to go the distance in this ultimate game of life and death.... “Under
any name King mesmerizes the reader.” —Chicago Sun-Times “No one does psychological terror better!” —Kirkus
Reviews “One of America’s top storytellers.” —Toronto Star
Spymaster Sep 09 2020 Scot Harvath must do whatever it takes to prevent the United States from being dragged
into a deadly war in this heart-pounding thriller that is “timely, raw, and filled with enough action for two books”
(The Real Book Spy) from the #1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Thor. Across Europe, a secret
organization has begun attacking diplomats. Back in the United States, a foreign ally demands the identity of a
highly placed covert asset. Between the two, all the ingredients are there for an all-out war. With his mentor out of
the game, counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath must take on the role he has spent his career avoiding. But, as
with everything else he does, he intends to rewrite the rules—all of them. In Spymaster, Scot Harvath is more
cunning, more dangerous, and deadlier than ever before.
Postwar Cornell Sep 29 2019 In their own words, over 100 Cornell alumni and friends describe the University's
transformation during and just after World War II. Enrollment doubled and chaos ensued as thousands of lowincome veterans suddenly landed in the Ivy League. Women overcame discrimination and became social
pioneers. Everyone worried about the next global war.
The Lamp [ed. by T.E. Bradley]. Aug 28 2019
Digital Cocaine (eBook) Jul 08 2020 What’s the difference between half a line of cocaine and an hour playing a
video game? Nothing, as far as your brain is concerned. What can you do to be effective at multi-tasking?
Nothing, as far as your brain is concerned. What do digital devices in the classroom contribute to focus and
concentration? Nothing, as far as your brain is concerned. In DIGITAL COCAINE, Brad Huddleston will replace
your confusion, hesitancy and fear as it relates to the digital world with the facts that can make you and your
family safer and more secure from page one. Whether it’s gaming, pornography, cyberbullying, or the decline in
grades, you’ll get a look inside your wonderful God-designed brain to understand how it interacts with the
exploding world of digital communication and how you can keep your family safe. Your smartphone, tablet and
computer can be powerful tools to help you ... or not. The choice is yours. DIGITAL COCAINE gives you the
power to make that choice.
The Everything Store: Jeff Bezos and the Age of Amazon Jan 02 2020 **Winner of the Financial Times and
Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year Award** 'Brad Stone's definitive book on Amazon and Bezos' The
Guardian 'A masterclass in deeply researched investigative financial journalism . . . riveting' The Times The
definitive story of the largest and most influential company in the world and the man whose drive and
determination changed business forever. Though Amazon.com started off delivering books through the mail, its
visionary founder, Jeff Bezos, was never content with being just a bookseller. He wanted Amazon to become 'the
everything store', offering limitless selection and seductive convenience at disruptively low prices. To achieve that
end, he developed a corporate culture of relentless ambition and secrecy that's never been cracked. Until now...
Jeff Bezos stands out for his relentless pursuit of new markets, leading Amazon into risky new ventures like the
Kindle and cloud computing, and transforming retail in the same way that Henry Ford revolutionised
manufacturing. Amazon placed one of the first and largest bets on the Internet. Nothing would ever be the same
again.
The Last Act Dec 01 2019 Former Broadway star Tommy Jump isn't getting the roles he once did; as his final run
as Sancho Panza draws to a close, Tommy is getting ready to give up the stage, find a steady paycheck, and

settle down with his fiancée. Cue Special Agent Danny Ruiz. An old school friend of Tommy's, now with the FBI,
Ruiz makes Tommy an offer that sounds too good to refuse. All Tommy has to do is spend six months in prison,
acting as failed bank robber 'Pete Goodrich'. Inside, he must find and befriend Mitchell Dupree, who has hidden a
secret cache of documents incriminating enough to take down New Colima, one of Mexico's largest drug cartels. If
Tommy can get Dupree to reveal where the documents are hidden, the FBI will give him $300,000. More than
enough to jumpstart a new life. But does he have what it takes to pull off this one final role?
I am Benjamin Franklin Aug 21 2021 The 21st book in the New York Times bestselling series of biographies
about heroes tells the story of Benjamin Franklin, one of the Founding Fathers of the U.S. who helped draft the
Declaration of Independence while making important scientific contributions. (Cover may vary) This friendly, fun
biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live
heroically themselves. Each book tells the story of an icon in a lively, conversational way that works well for the
youngest nonfiction readers and that always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back are an excellent
timeline and photos.Driven by his curiosity from a young age, Benjamin Franklin's observations about the world
led to key discoveries about electricity and other contributions that remain important today. This friendly, fun
biography series inspired the PBS Kids TV show Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum. One great role model at
a time, these books encourage kids to dream big. Included in each book are: • A timeline of key events in the
hero’s history • Photos that bring the story more fully to life • Comic-book-style illustrations that are irresistibly
adorable • Childhood moments that influenced the hero • Facts that make great conversation-starters • A virtue
this person embodies: Benjamin Franklin's commitment to self-improvement is the highlight of this biography
You’ll want to collect each book in this dynamic, informative series!
The Return Aug 01 2022 Music. Topher Manning rarely thinks about anything else, but his day job as a mechanic
doesn't exactly mesh with his rock star ambitions. Unless he can find a way to unlock all the songs in his head, his
band will soon be on the fast track to obscurity. Then the South by Southwest music festival and a broken-down
car drop New York critic Stanton Porter into his life. Stanton offers Topher a ticket to the Bruce Springsteen
concert, where a hesitant kiss and phantom vibrations from Topher's cell phone kick off a love story that promises
to transcend ordinary possibility.
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